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Abstract. The subject of this chapter is the application of models for social co-
ordination (M4SC). Deriving from and extending multiagent systems (MAS), ap-
plications of M4SC inherit the attributes of MAS, such as multiple actors, distri-
bution, and heterogeneity, but bring characteristics of their own that are essential
to social coordination over and above conventional MAS. In this chapter, we first
discuss these differentiating properties of M4SC, identifying essential and non-
essential (but commonly occurring) characteristics. This we follow with a wide-
ranging (but not exhaustive or exclusive) discussion of classes of M4SC appli-
cations, which are supported by structured, illustrative summaries of noteworthy
examples of applications, created using the frameworks described elsewhere in
this volume. Finally, we give an overview of a broader range applications devel-
oped with the frameworks, with links to further reading.

1 Introduction

The ostensible purpose of models for social coordination (M4SC) is to provide the sup-
port for an effective coordination of autonomous entities, thus, in a very crude sense one
may argue that M4SC are designed to support a class of multiagent systems. However,
one may identify distinguishing features of the class of multiagent systems that one can
build with M4SC.

As we will see in the examples below, the variety of systems that have been built
using M4SC is large but we may find in them some features that are supported by
all the frameworks discussed in this book. We claim these features are the ones that
discriminate applications of M4SC from the more generic MAS applications. Other
features are not essential in this sense, although —as the examples illustrate— they
are rather frequent in the systems that are built with the frameworks presented in this
volume. A quick discussion of those essential and contingent features should allow for
a richer appraisal of the examples we describe in this chapter.

2 Characteristics

Essential characteristics are, we contend, exhibited in all applications of models of so-
cial coordination, and comprise:



– Institution-driven design: Models for social coordination are inspired by the clas-
sical notion of institution, advanced by [70,85], as a way of establishing the ground
rules for articulating social coordination. The objective is to provide support for the
specification, enactment and the evolution of the system over time, so that result-
ing systems can be resilient and robust to (un)expected deviations, without exter-
nal intervention. Applications of M4SC are a distinct form of MAS, in which the
three following fundamental institutional aspects may be found: (i) The establish-
ment of the ontological constraints (what are the entities, meanings, effects) upon
which the system is defined and works; (ii) the provision of governance devices
that support the control or coordination mechanisms that are imposed on interac-
tion; (iii) the availability of a dynamic institutional state – involving the facts that
hold, the events that happen, and the changes these produce – that is common to all
participants.

– Independent aims of actors: Applications of models for social coordination dif-
fer from traditional MAS in that they are by definition heterogeneous. While MAS
work well with either homogeneous or heterogeneous actors, models for social co-
ordination are most advantageous in heterogeneous settings. Where heterogeneity
presents problems for MAS (e.g., coordination, expectation, predictability), mod-
els for social coordination are intended to provide the answer to these problems. A
particular aspect of heterogeneity in the application domains of social coordination
is the fact that there are multiple actors (one might even call them stakeholders) and
there is an continuous struggle between the interests of the actors individually and
those of the society as a whole. This means that each of the actors has to solve a
tension between: (i) their own needs (self-motivation), (ii) the needs of the commu-
nity/society (collective goals), and (iii) coordination and control imposed on them
(control).

– Opacity of actors: Models of social coordination address distributed solutions
where the sophistication of individual actors’ design and the very large number
of actors make it impossible to expose and process their internals (i.e., the infor-
mation and knowledge individual actors store, their perception of the environment,
and their “inner workings”). Models for social coordination must offer means to
expose features of actors selectively, thus helping designers concentrate on essen-
tial aspects of coordination. Adopting the software agent view [94] where there is a
clear separation between actors and their (virtual) environment, the basic assump-
tion is that designers (should) only have access to a record of the (effects of the)
actions of actors. Typical (effects of) actions are, for instance, messages exchanged,
positions of individuals in a team of robots, or updated records in a database. Some
models differentiate between internal and external actors: the former are part of
the architecture or infra-structure (providing operational support) and the latter are
third-party entities, heterogeneous in nature and conferring openness to the over-
all distributed solution. Although it is technically possible to make internal agents
fully transparent, it is doubtful if models and methodologies would be useful, given
the numbers and sophistication of actors.

– Explicit (representation of) regulation: Coordination always requires some form
of control and the approach predominant in models for social coordination is through
explicit representation of regulation that is external to the minds of agents. The crit-



ical contributions delivered by explicit regulation are: (i) the system can function
in ways not perceived at design time, yet still be constrained as a whole, while
the implementation of regulation allows varying degrees of flexibility around dif-
ferent aspects of behaviour (ii) (system) transparency is intrinsic (iii) system-level
outcomes are predictable, while, necessarily, agent outcomes are not, which is in
direct contrast to the traditional notion of openness in MAS, where it is knowl-
edge of (the inner workings of) each agent that leads to predictability/guarantees of
the system(’s performance). The implementation of regulation (e.g., enforcement,
constraint, sanction etc.) varies from system to system, reflecting a spectrum of
intentions from ‘could’, through ‘ought’ to ‘must’ or less informally from option,
through recommendation to protocol. In general, agents can work with multiple
(differing) forms of regulation and mechanisms (to reason with and about the reg-
ulations in their decision making). Explicit representation of regulation can intro-
duce a different level of cooperation in M4SC applications than that typically seen
in MAS applications. Cooperation here is not in the agent-oriented sense of benev-
olent vs. self-interested, but rather cooperation that is induced through regulation
in order to achieve institutional goals.

Nonessential characteristics are typical but not necessary characteristics of applica-
tions of models for social coordination:

– Complex: A complex system is typically characterised by (system) behaviour that
is not predictable from models of its constituent parts and which typically arises
from the interaction between those components. Analytical solutions are often used
to explore the properties of complex systems but scaling (e.g. moving from 2 ac-
tors to n) can mean an analytic solution no longer exists or lead to a loss of fidelity
through modelling at a higher degree of abstraction. Empirical solutions scale read-
ily and permit arbitrary degrees of fidelity, but modelling mistakes are not easily
detected and verification and validation requires great care. The use of regulation
(q.v.) as a means to capture, formalize and operationalize requirements can be es-
pecially helpful in building the bridge between intentions and outcomes to increase
confidence in empirical solutions.

– Hybrid, technology-agnostic, human/software systems: Models of social coor-
dination address a growing class of sophisticated distributed systems comprising
hundreds, perhaps thousands, of components. These components can be software
or humans, giving rise to hybrid socio-technical systems. Such systems, due to their
size and sophistication, will likely integrate software components developed by
many parties, implemented in different programming languages, and adopting dis-
parate technologies and frameworks. These systems need to be studied in a way in
which such differences – human vs. software, reactive vs. proactive actors/agents,
disparate technologies, and so on – can safely be abstracted, thus helping designers
and engineers to handle their complexity better. A significant concern is to sup-
port interaction among components/actors, ensuring individual (actor-specific) and
global (system-wide) goals can be achieved. Governance of socio-technical sys-
tems poses important ethical issues, including, for instance, if a distinction should
be made among human and software actors (and if so, how so), and what provisions
should be in place to define expectations and trust among the actors.



– Online/real-time: Applications of M4SC are designed to inter-operate with the
physical world, through the perception of exogenous events, perhaps raw, but more
likely cleaned, processed and possibly aggregated and through action, perhaps via
actuators, but more likely the presentation of information in some form to human
participants. The multiple levels through which data is passed (in both directions)
via processes that cannot necessarily offer hard response time bounds, means such
a system is not “real-time” in the sense it is conventionally understood, but should
nevertheless be capable of timely interaction within the context of the social insti-
tutions that govern the system as a whole.

– Dynamics of agent population: One of the objectives of regulation is to make
the system accessible to all sorts of agents, not just those imagined at design time.
A corollary of this property is that the system may not make assumptions about
which roles are (in)active or which agents are present/absent at any given time,
thus allowing it to respond correctly to the dynamics of the agent population.

– Revision: Changing environment and/or changing participant behaviour can result
in an institutional framework being no longer appropriate, in that it does not meet
the needs of its participants. Revision might be brought about by institutional means
such as proposals for rule change and voting, but would be beyond the reasoning
capacity of most current agent architectures. Alternatively, an external agency ob-
serving patterns of behaviour might impose institutional change based on a notional
performance metric. Both of these scenarios pertain to live systems and raise the
challenging issue of how to handle the transition between old and new rules. Fi-
nally, there is the case of institutional incompatibility, which can be manifested as
permission/prohibition or obligation/prohibition conflicts. These may not be appar-
ent from inspection, but can be identified automatically and either resolved manu-
ally by designers or (semi-)automatically using techniques such as inductive logic
programming.

3 Exemplars

The characteristics set out in the previous section aim to show that M4SC are concerned
with the design and implementation of the environment and not with the internals of
participating agents. This perspective fosters: (i) a sharper focus on coordination and
governance features; (ii) a separation of concerns between the design of social con-
ventions and the design of the capabilities of individuals; and (iii) an encapsulation of
best practices and procedural conventions through formal models expressed as one or
several, cooperating or interacting instances of institutions. Some M4SC allow for the
coexistence of several active institution instances at any time and, more significantly,
the possibility for any agent to be active, simultaneously, in more than one.

Interactive systems, where wrong-doing of individual agents may have significant
cost, may require a trustworthy third party and strong conventions. M4SC is aimed at
the kinds of systems that require a more flexible form of control, for which purpose
an explicit presentation of normative statements as well as corresponding normative
features for detecting misbehaviour and enforcing norms (in a variety of ways) are the
defining characteristics. To illustrate this point further, consider the classes of:



– Regulated systems whose conventions may be fixed but where the consequences of
those conventions are difficult to evaluate without some systematic experimenta-
tion. For example, mechanism design [7,79], and public policy management [39].

– Regulated systems whose debugging or actual use involves a mixed population of
human and software agents. For example, on-line multiplayer games [59], partici-
patory simulation, and on-line dispute resolution [79].

– Coordination systems where, in spite of the need for a sharp specification of in-
teractions, the precise flow of activity may be difficult to perceive in advance, or
multiple variants of some activities may be necessary at some point during the sys-
tem life-span. For instance, supply networks [4,95], social opinion gathering [82],
and web-service choreographing [5].

Finally, to provide concrete in-depth examples of how the essential and non-essential
characteristics can occur in practice, we identify a variety of categories of application
domains that exhibit requirements suited to M4SC characteristics:

– Markets: convention-driven e-business environments, like auctions.
– Mirror worlds/serious games/augmented reality: virtual environments where hu-

mans and agents interact.
– Social simulation: systems to test, investigate, or evaluate social theories.
– Policy making: systems to analyse the evaluation, revision, prosecution, monitor-

ing, and lifecycle of policies.
– Flexible workflows: systems to dynamically adapt processes according to the situ-

ation, including service composition, workflow governance, flexible business pro-
cesses.

– Critical infrastructure analysis: systems to evaluate, monitor, or test the (flexi-
bility) of critical infrastructures, to assist where testing in real-life situations might
prove difficult or unfeasible.

– Collective decision-making: systems to assist users or user groups to reach a con-
sensus about (shared) issues and topics.

The relationship between these categories and the (non-)essential characteristics set out
in the previous section is shown in table 1. Moreover, all the domains, it can be as-
sumed, exhibit the typical characteristics of MAS applications, such as multiple actors,
distribution, and heterogeneity, as M4SC builds upon the MAS metaphor.

Table 1 uses ticks (3) to indicate the presence of that (non)essential characteristic in
the particular category of applications. For instance, Mirror worlds always expose the
nonessential characteristics of ‘Hybrid human/software agents’ and ‘On-line/real-time’,
because of their interactive nature (non-player characters, or AI characters, interacting
with human characters to create believable environments).

A dash (-) indicates that the nonessential characteristics might be present in those
domains, but is not necessarily there. For instance, ‘Dynamics of population’ is a char-
acteristic that pertains to some examples of Flexible Workflows (e.g., flexible service
composition [5]), whereas others do not need it at all (the flexibility of the workflow
follows from other aspects, the agent population remains fixed, and might be known
on forehand). On the other hand, a dash might also indicate that a characteristic is
not fully applicable to a particular category. For example, in Social Simulation, it is less
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Table 1. Characteristics exhibited by the categories of M4SC applications.

likely that there is a mixture of agents of different types (different frameworks/reasoning
mechanisms) as this might (negatively) impact the simulation results. However, a mix-
ture of software and human agents might be possible.

The absence of a tick or dash, naturally, means that that characteristic is very un-
likely to occur in that particular category of application. For example, in the case of
Critical Infrastructure, it is unlikely, or even unwanted, that there are mixed agents. The
similarity of the agents, i.e., the fact that they are all software agents and all build using
the same framework, is essential to the correct working of Critical Infrastructure sys-
tems. Using mixed agents could lead to difficulties and unforeseen situations that are,
in this category of domain, rather avoided.

The remainder of this section comprises one page summaries of substantial ex-
amples, that have been implemented using the various frameworks described in this
volume, to give an indication of the application of M4SC within each of the different
categories.

B2B E-Contracting5

Category: Markets. Framework: ANTE.
Goal: Provide automated tools for agent-based electronic contracting in business-to-
business (B2B) scenarios, taking advantage of an integrated approach based on negoti-
ation, contractual norm monitoring and computational trust.

5 This exemplar was written by Henrique Lopes Cardoso, University of Porto, Portugal.



Lessons learned: The integration of automated negotiation, contract monitoring and
computational trust is a sensible direction to approach B2B contracting with multi-
agent technology. While delegating negotiation decisions to software agents might be
a daring step, monitoring contracts and building trust on past evidence comprise tasks
that are more easily accepted.
Time line: The B2B E-contracting study lasted for three years. Different models have
been integrated throughout the project’s lifetime, taking input from several SMEs.
Description: Commercial relationships between business partners in the digital econ-
omy are increasing in flexibility, and business deals tend to be created whenever a
business opportunity arises. Moreover, the instability in demand increases the need for
enterprises to search for new partners, with an associated risk of dealing with enti-
ties whose previous performance might be unknown beforehand. Therefore, enterprises
need mechanisms that allow, not only to evaluate the confidence they have on current
or potential partners (and to monitor this confidence in a continuous and automatic
way), but also to prevent deceptive behaviours from partners or assist on reacting upon
them when prevention is not possible. In pursuing such a desideratum, several research
communities (e.g., social sciences, psychology, economics, and distributed artificial in-
telligence) are studying and proposing approaches for the development of trust and rep-
utation models, to be applied in the automation of the partner selection process. Also,
research is being done on the use of these models in the areas of contract establishment
and enforcement.

In this example case, we aimed at studying and developing models that concern the
relationship between trust and normative environments, with the purpose of applying
them to e-contracting negotiations. The ANTE platform [65] addresses, in an embrac-
ing way, the issue of electronic contracting. Negotiation is used to select, from a group
of potential partners, the best ones to meet a concrete business opportunity. Contracts re-
sulting from successful negotiations are validated, registered and electronically signed.
Such contracts are then passed to the normative environment for monitoring purposes.
Finally, the contract performance of agents is assessed and stored for building metrics
on their reliability. A repository containing this information enables us to close the cycle
by exploiting its use in further negotiations.

As a proof of concept, the idea behind using ANTE in a B2B e-contracting sce-
nario [64] is to allow SMEs to be represented in a virtual market by software agents,
capable of semi-automatically entering in negotiations. In a first approach, the idea
was to provide predefined contract types whose normative content could be monitored.
Furthermore, agents have been configured with specific contract performance profiles
(based on probabilities, handicaps, or more sophisticated models), allowing the collec-
tion of historical data that would feed trust models. The evolution of this ecosystem is
then observable by making use of such trust models when selecting negotiation part-
ners.

mWater6

Category: Markets. Framework: ROMAS-MAGENTIX2.

6 This exemplar was written by Marı́a Emilia Garcı́a, University of Valencia, Spain.



Goal: Implement a market for water rights, including the model and simulation of the
water rights market itself, the basin, users, protocols, norms and grievance situations.
This application was used as a testbed for agreement technologies.
Lessons learned: There have been several key points where the use of a regulated
open MAS design methodology and executing platform have been shown as crucial:
(1) Markets are open environments where entities can enter and leave the system dur-
ing runtime, (2) It is necessary to integrate existing (running) systems that can also
change during runtime, (3) The specification of norms and contracts between entities
and organisations clarifies the design and ensures the stability of the implementation.
Time line: The development of this case study was part of the Agreement technology
project that lasted five years.
Description: The case study was designed using the ROMAS methodology and imple-
mented using the MAGENTIX2 platform [37]. The water market is regulated by the
National Hydrological Plan of the country that establishes the creation of one basin in-
stitution for each water basin. Each basin institution is implemented as an autonomous
organisation. In addition to the National Hydrological Plan, these institutions must fol-
low the specific regulations of their region. These regulations have been implemented
as specific norms of the Magentix2 platform. Each basin institution offers a set of soft-
ware services and resources to its members. These applications have been developed by
different developers using different technology. In order to allow the interoperability of
the system the interchange of services and products have been specified using contracts
and web services.

Different autonomous entities, representing individuals, groups of irrigators, indus-
tries, or other water users, get in contact in order to buy and sell water rights. They
are able to negotiate the terms and conditions of the transfer agreement following the
specific regulations of the basins involved. Each entity of the system was implemented
as an agent and each group of users as an organisation.

The case study was also implemented using the Electronic Institutions (EI) frame-
work [69]. It allowed us to analyse the differences between the two platforms. In essence
the main differences are related to the conception of organisation and the specification
of suborganisations. In Magentix2 organisations are explicitly represented and this al-
lows the specification of different normative environments.

Virtual environments7

Category: Mirror worlds, serious gaming, augmented reality. Framework: InstAL.
Goal: Norm-influenced behaviour for agents controlling entities in virtual environ-
ments, with the aims of (i) enhanced plausibility when interacting with human-controlled
avatars (e.g. Second Life) [59] (ii) provision of populations of non-player characters [58]
and (iii) exploration of coordinating behaviour in complex situations (e.g. traffic simu-
lation in SUMO) [15].
Lessons learned: External norms in combination with an agent architecture that is
capable of incorporating detached norms (i.e., obligations and permissions) into its rea-

7 This exemplar was written by Julian Padget, University of Bath, United Kingdom.



soning [60] provide a flexible mechanism for directing agent behaviour without post-
deployment reprogramming and account for behaviours that were not known at the time
the agent was designed. This flexibility is however inevitably limited to behaviours that
can be composed from the repertoire of actions of the agent.
Time line: The work formed the central part of two doctoral theses [14,58] and took
place over a period of approximately 5 years. Conventional testing is limited to individ-
ual components while integrated testing and evaluation is carried out through scenarios,
which are captured as video [13].
Description: Virtual environments and complex simulations in practice present very
similar scenarios for the intelligent agent, in that the agent needs to be able to adapt
its behaviour to a range of situations, but it is impractical and unrealistic to embed that
capacity in the agent when it is designed, especially since new or unexpected situa-
tions can arise later. To address this problem, we use the concept of an external, explicit
representation of norms (which we call an institution), in which norms (obligations,
permissions) are detached (instantiated) in response to agent actions and delivered to an
agent as percepts that can be incorporated into their belief base and hence into agents’s
decision-making. Thus in the Second Life scenario, the agents are provided by the Ja-
son [24] agent platform and the BDI interpreter is extended to reason about norms and
priorities [60], enabling the agent to switch between conventional politeness – affecting
inter-personal distance and group movement behaviour, for example – when acting as a
tour guide, to directing visitors when an emergency occurs – when moving with a given
tour group and not mixing with other tour groups is no longer appropriate. The SUMO
simulation scenario is enriched by the use of multiple interacting institutions, that have
different but related competencies, to handle a road traffic accident in the slow lane of a
three-lane motorway [13], namely (i) the group of vehicles involved in the crash (ii) the
emergency services (iii) the insurance companies of the group of vehicles, and (iv) mo-
torway management, which handles activities such as lane merging. In this particular
scenario, cooperative behaviour with respect to lane merging, so that traffic in the same
lane as the accident is able to move out and past, leads to higher overall average speeds
(i.e., a collective benefit). The Second Life and SUMO scenarios make use of the Bath
Sensor Framework8 to provide a lightweight scalable communications framework, us-
ing a topic-based publish-subscribe model, to connect the various components, while
the institutional models are specified in InstAL [71].

Platform Independent Simulation of an Altruistic Bats Society9

Category: (Social) simulation. Framework: INGENIAS.
Goal: Performing agent based simulation in several simulation platforms using one
same INGENIAS model. Using the approach to reproduce a known case study about
altruism in a society of bats.
Lessons learned: Transforming a specification into any kind of product, such as prob-
lem description for a social simulation framework, can be done. However, it requires a

8 https://github.com/mas-at-bath/bsf
9 This exemplar was written by Jorge Gómez-Sanz, University of Madrid, Spain.



significant amount of work to find out which information is really needed at the mod-
eling level and how these models have to be translated into platform-specific code. An
agent-based model can express concerns related with social simulation problems by us-
ing organizational concepts, but the inclusion of platform-specific information makes
the modeling task harder for non-experienced users. The experiment confirmed that
a smart bats society will choose martyrdom as a successful strategy when altruism is
involved.

Time line: It was developed within the INGENIAS 2 project in 3-4 months by a team
of three part-time members.

Description: The relevant literature introduces several tools for designing and perform-
ing social simulation. In particular, agent-based simulation tools are increasingly pop-
ular. Current literature lists a number of them, each one with particular advantages and
drawbacks. However, there is no common social simulation specification language that
allows running the same social simulation problem in any of them. Since the focus is
agent-based simulation, one would expect that such social simulation specification lan-
guage ought to include, or be derived from, agent concepts. The case study addressed
this problem and studied whether a social simulation performed with agent-based sim-
ulation tools could be specified with an agent-oriented modeling language. Using IN-
GENIAS [43] as starting point, [75] proposed to enrich the language with primitives
which extended basic INGENIAS components and to assess how well they could cap-
ture a social simulation experiment. The chosen experiment was extracted from the
social simulation literature. There is a society of bats living in roosts. They hunt and
return to their home. Once there, they perform social activities namely grooming and
sharing food. In the modeling proposal, bats were agents and roosts were represented as
agent groups. This way, bats belonging to different roosts will require modeling Inter-
group helping activities. Altruism made bats prone to help each other: the more they
are helped, the more they want to help; however, there is a side effect if the bats do
not receive the same help in return. Bats were allowed to play different strategies. They
could behave as cheater, prudent, fair, generous, or martyr. The example was modeled
using INGENIAS and transformed into an executable specification for the agent based
simulation tools RePast [28] and Mason [66]. Despite being effective in letting users
choose their preferred simulation platform, the participation of engineers is still fun-
damental in this process. Several iterations were needed to improve the transformation
process from an INGENIAS model to a RePast/Mason specification until it executed
properly. Also, this transformation allowed the comparison of the same specification in
two different simulation platforms. This led to discoveries of possible inconsistencies in
the transformation process and an extensive debugging, specially of the Mason platform
experiment implementation.

Policy representation, reasoning and revision10

Category: Policy-making. Framework: InstAL.

10 This exemplar was written by Julian Padget, University of Bath, United Kingdom.



Goal: To explore how formal representations of policy can be used to (i) evaluate
whether a policy meets requirements (ii) identify conflicts between policies and (iii) make
new policies that avoid those conflicts.

Lessons learned: Writing policies in InstAL can encourage over-focus on the detail of
triggering events, while it can also be difficult to find the right balance between detail
and abstraction to avoid artificiality in the scenarios for evaluation. On the positive
side, the capacity to use the model to verify that use-cases (specified as traces) are
appropriately handled is complemented by the means to discover traces that lead to
undesirable states and hence uncover potential problems with policies.

Time line: The work was in part the main theme of a doctoral thesis [61] and took place
over a period of approximately 4 years. The principles developed in the thesis have
been applied in a number of use cases described below and continue to be developed to
address the modelling of policy hierarchies [56].

Description: The security scenario in [78] examines the assessment of the vulnerability
of an asset subject to a security policy that is formalized using InstAL [71] to capture the
obligations on actors in an organization. By characterising several vulnerable situations
(undesirable model states) and some initial conditions, sequences of actions not covered
by the policy are found that lead to the loss of the asset and hence the (manual) revision
of the policy to incorporate new obligations.

In practice, an actor is typically subject to the governance of several policies at the
same time and those policies are often defined independently by different organizations.
As a result, an actor could (unintentionally) be in an untenable situation where an action
is permitted by one policy and not by another (defined as weak conflict), or obliged by
one and not permitted by another (strong conflict). The first scenario [62] demonstrates
the automatic conflict detection between two independent policies in which the first
stipulates an upper bound on the working hours for the holder of a student visa, while
the second sets a minimum number of hours that the holder of a studentship shall work.
By constructing a composite trace for the two models, the constituents of the conflict-
ing normative states are identified and then, by using the trace as a negative example,
an inductive logic programming theory revision task is able to suggest a change that
resolves the conflict. The second scenario [63] considers interacting models, where an
action in one can trigger an action in another or a state change in one may affect the
state of another, as illustrated in [71]. The illustration is a data privacy case involving
Facebook Ireland in 2013 regarding EU law, that prohibits the export of personal data
outside the EU unless equivalent data protection applies and consent has been given,
and US law that obliges Facebook to comply with a governmental data request. The
analysis identifies the presence of both weak (with consent) and strong (without con-
sent) conflicts.

What these examples demonstrate is that for suitable levels of abstraction, normative
models of (in this case) security or privacy policies can be examined and evaluated at
the design stage to identify issues for policy-makers’ attention. Furthermore, those same
models are subsequently deployable for the purpose of compliance monitoring.



Machine-to-Machine Governance System11

Category: Flexible workflows. Framework: JaCaMo.
Goal: To provide an adaptive governance framework to coordinate stakeholders’ busi-
ness strategies and domain-specific information processes on top of a Machine-to-
Machine (M2M) infrastructure. Besides scalability management issues, the aim is to
also provide an efficient response to infrastructure dynamics.
Lessons learned: Decentralized and autonomic adaptation of the governance process,
using both self-organization and reorganization techniques, is a suitable approach to
deal with the distributed, heterogeneous, constrained and large scale nature of M2M
infrastructures. The JaCaMo first class abstractions [23,22] for Agent, Environment,
Interaction and Organization facilitate the explicit representation of governance levels
and to set them in synergie by a self-organization and reorganization process.
Time line: The project consisted of a study of the governance dimensions in M2M
Systems in the context of Smart Cities and the implementation of a demonstrator of the
governance process on a simulated M2M system. The project lasted three years (see
[77] for details).
Description: M2M is a key technology in city-scale deployments of networks inter-
connecting together web application services and real-world sensors and actuators. We
focus on how the programming dimensions of JaCaMo have been used to define the
social coordination required to govern such M2M infrastructures. The governance strat-
egy level has been represented through a horizontal organization – built from ETSI TC
M2M standard recommendations for global management of M2M infrastructures – and
vertical ones – each expressing a stakeholder collective strategy and SLA. Such a sep-
aration among organizations reduces the complexity of their management and adapta-
tion. Each organization defines roles, i.e., capabilities in the M2M infrastructure, social
schemes, i.e., functionalities structured into goal trees, and norms stating which goals
to achieve by agents when playing some roles.

The binding of the horizontal and vertical organizations is done through agents play-
ing roles in both kinds of organizations. Agents implement the governance tactical pro-
cess by realizing the strategic objectives issued from the organization, finding trade-offs
or adaptations of the organization when no other action is possible. Each agent governs
at most one M2M entity (a client application, a core platform server, or a gateway of a
group of devices) of the infrastructure and adopts one or several roles in the organization
corresponding to its responsibilities in the governance. Agents enact the governance in
the management of the M2M infrastructure but also refine and adapt the horizontal and
vertical governance in situations where achievement of goals appear impossible or not
efficient enough.

Governance artifacts in the environment abstract and encapsulate the governed M2M
entities under the control of agents. Each artifact monitors an M2M entity using infras-
tructure perception modules and notifies the agents about the current state of the M2M
infrastructure through governance properties, for performance statistics, and events
about critical states for quick governance decision. Agents can then control the M2M
entity using governance operations that can trigger actions directly on the M2M in-

11 This exemplar was written by Olivier Boissier, EMSE, France.



frastructure by means of infrastructure controllers. Governance operations can perform
more complex processes, such as set up and tuning of the monitoring components or
the governance policies that each artifact embeds.

Tourism service12

Category: Flexible workflows. Framework: ROMAS-MAGENTIX2.
Goal: Implement an application that offers tourism services to different users of a city
including the capability to plan different activities in a given day according to their
preferences. The main goal of this application is to provide tourism services to users in
a coordinated way.
Lessons learned: The integration of different technologies as web services, multi-agent
systems and planning algorithms into mobile devices is challenging but with immense
benefits as it facilitates the interoperability and versatility of systems.
Time line: This project lasted for one year.
Description: Starting off with the need to develop an application focused on tourism
information services of different types to users; and intending to take advantage of
recent technological advances in mobile/smart devices capable of connecting to the
Internet, a MAS has been developed using the Magentix2 platform [37].

The system is basically formed by three kinds of agents: the BrokerAgent, the Sight-
Agent and the UserAgent [88]. The BrokerAgent will provide the services to the User-
Agent and has updated information of the diferent places of interest existing in the city
of Valencia. This agent is in charge of establishing a communication between the User-
Agents and the different SightAgents. The SightAgents contains all the information
about the different places of interest in a city. Each SightAgent stores all the neces-
sary information corresponding to one place of interest. Finally, the UserAgent gives
the user (tourist), the possibility to interact with the system by means of a friendly
GUI running on a mobile device. The BrokerAgent will receive requests and actions
from the different UserAgents, and it will send them to the corresponding SightAgents.
The SightAgents will compare the received information with his own, and, if this in-
formation matches, the SightAgent will send some information about himself to the
BrokerAgent. Then the BrokerAgent will send this information to the UserAgent.

The implemented system use the TurOnt ontology, created using Protégé. This on-
tology gives a detailed description of the different kind of places that are relevant to
tourists. Moreover, this ontology gives actions and predicates that help agents to com-
municate with each other and that allows running planning algorithms to adapt the offer
to the user’s preferences.

PeerLearn: An environment for running flexible on-line lessons.13

Category: Flexible workflows. Framework: EI/EIDE.

12 This exemplar was written by Marı́a Emilia Garcı́a, University of Valencia, Spain.
13 This exemplar was written by Pablo Noriega, IIIA-CSIC, Spain.



Goal: Provide high school or college instructors with the means to define and execute
on-line lessons in a flexible way.
Lessons learned: There are several tools for on-line education that support teachers
in the management of lesson plans on the web. Few are task-oriented and support any
form of their on-line “execution”. We found that the use of electronic institutions is a
convenient approach to meet those needs.

More specifically, (i) An electronic institution provides the on-line coordination
support at the same time that it establishes and enforces terminological, interaction and
procedural conventions that permeate the system. (ii) One can build a re-usable general-
purpose lesson management system around variations of electronic institutions with a
common class of scene patterns, ad-hoc web services, software agents and repositories.
(iii) SIMPLE, a trimmed-down version of the ISLANDER specification language14,
allows for quick specification and debugging of a large class of electronic institutions.
(iv) The proficient use of that simplified graphic interface requires no IT background
from users and almost no training.
Time line: The development of PeerLearn answered a request of high school teachers,
who found PRAISE ideas worth taking up for their everyday teaching. The first version
was liberated in six months. It is being used (since Sep. 2015) in a beta-test mode for
running actual courses (English and music playing) in the Barcelona area.15

Description: PeerLearn is a general-purpose on-line lesson support platform with four
main modules: PeerAssess where the teacher/pedagogue define(s) the evaluation rubric
of the lesson; LessonEditor used by teachers to define a lesson plan (specify an elec-
tronic institution); PeerFlow to execute the lesson plan, and ColAssess to evaluate the
students’ performance.

PeerLearn is built on the following design premises: (i) Users are high school or
college instructors and students with no IT expertise. (ii) Instructors use the platform
to specify and run their on-line course by themselves. (iii) A course is composed of
“lessons” where students are intended to complete certain “tasks”. (iv) Lessons may
be organised in non-trivial flows of activities (repetitive, concurrent, open) that involve
role-dependent interactions among individuals and groups of individuals. (v) Activities
may involve the use of services like automatic evaluation, execution of practice exams
or access to external advisors. (vi) Documents may be text, image, sound or video.
(vii) Specification of a lesson is made with a simple graphical interface. (viii) Lessons
are compiled and executed as an electronic institution using the EIDE framework.
(ix) The course runs within a platform that takes care of user identities, access to ser-
vices and repositories, and the handling of documents

The salient virtue of the system is to have a powerful way to specify non-trivial
lesson plans that can then be executed on line by a group of students who are engaged
in individual and in collaborative tasks. Lessons are specified with SIMPLE, which is
essentially a nicer and simpler version of the EIDE specification language, ISLANDER.
It is less expressive than ISLANDER (in as much it does not allow ubiquity of agents,

14 See [69] for details about EI/EIDE and the include ISLANDER specification language.
15 PRAISE was a three-year (Oct’12 - Sep’15) FP7 project, see http://www.iiia.csic.es/praise,

that produced a working prototype for collaborative music education that became the basis for
PeerLearn, and motivated the SIMPLE [31] graphical language.



run-time creation of new scenes, or the more complex transitions between scenes), but
because of this reduced expressiveness the graphic conventions are more intuitive: a
palette of icons and templates, and point-drag-click actions are used to establish the
performative structure. With this palette, the instructor can specify roles, choose from a
repository of available scenes – and define new ones – that correspond to learning tasks,
state how individuals playing a particular role may move from one scene to others,
specify the “documents” that are involved in each task, and also make use of relevant
services and ad-hoc software agents. One such service, for example, is an automated
“music critic’ that evaluates the quality of an actual performance by a student. This
critic compares the new performance against a teacher’s performance and against the
recordings of previous executions by the same student to identify the segments that need
work and those where proficiency is already achieved.

Warehouse management control systems16

Category: Flexible workflows. Framework: OperA.
Goal: Implement a control system that performs about as efficient as the Operations Re-
search solution (centralised/optimised solution), but which provides more modularity,
flexibility and robustness [3].
Lessons learned: Social coordination frameworks provide a useful metaphor for the
design and implementation of complex, distributed planning systems. Even though no
agents or organisation may appear in the actual code, thinking of the domain in terms of
agents, organisations and associated control structures, helps clarify design assumptions
and choices [52].
Time line: The research of the Falcon project17 comprises a pilot study and implemen-
tation of a simulation framework to validate the results. The project lasted one year.
Description: Warehouse management and control systems (WCMS) are traditionally
optimised (through Operations Research) to a specific situation and do not provide
the flexibility required in contemporary business environments. The hardware that is
used in warehouses has been subject to evolution which resulted in an increasingly
modularised approach to decomposing the warehouse tasks and improving reusability.
This evolution is, however, not reflected in the software that controls these machines
and many WCMSs are still centralised and monolithic. Recently, multiagent systems
were proposed to introduce more flexibility in warehouse control. The decentralised
nature of autonomous agents improves the modularity of a WCMS over a centralised
approach. Moreover, the decentralisation, combined with standardised interfaces be-
tween the agents, can lead to an improvement of reusability and exchangeability. How-
ever, it also decreases the system’s performance and predictability; the agent system is
harder to optimise to specific situations, and the autonomy of the agents, which leads to
better flexibility, also makes it harder to predict system behaviour. The main problem
here is that aspects such as efficiency, flexibility, and robustness are aspects that pertain
to the system as a whole. One cannot optimise all three at the same time, but one has to

16 This exemplar was written by Huib Aldewereld, Delft University of Technology, NL.
17 http://redesign.esi.nl/research/applied-research/finished-projects/falcon/



balance the three aspects. Due to the distributed nature of the agent system, it is harder
to guarantee this overall balance.

We applied social coordination mechanisms to regulate the agents within the control
system. The organisation specifies those aspects of the system that need to be guaran-
teed by the agents together. The resulting system (see [4] for more details) splits the
domain into three ‘levels’ (called spaces): 1) a planning space, where the agents inter-
act to assign orders and reserve stock for order fulfilment, 2) a scheduling space, where
the agents interact about the scheduling of crates containing stock or orders, and 3) the
plant (execution) space, which is the physical dimension where the hardware compo-
nents interact (i.e., conveyor belts, automated storage racks, and (automated) picking
stations). Agents can have a presence in each of these spaces (but some agents are lim-
ited to some of the spaces). Each of the spaces (and thus the presences in that space) are
constrained; the plant space is constrained by the physical layout of the plant (e.g., only
components that are physically connected can interact), whereas the other two spaces
are governed by an agent organisation (designed in OperA [2]). The organisation speci-
fies the responsibilities and rights of the different components on that level, and governs
how the components can interact with respect to planning and scheduling.

Decentralized and distributed Multi-Agent Systems for Smartgrids18

Category: Critical Infrastructure. Framework: INGENIAS.
Goal: Address the way software agents are being used in the domain of Smartgrids and
propose new coordination mechanisms.
Lessons learned: Most agent-oriented solutions found in the literature tend to consider
agents as regular processes. Such approaches can be recognised because they identify
a single control unit in charge of everything; there are restrictions in the number of
agents playing some roles; and the fact that introduced agents do not show a relevant
degree of autonomy. By considering peer-to-peer interactions, the flexibility of such
systems grows significantly, being capable of a greater fault tolerance (there can be sev-
eral agents doing similar functionality in different computation nodes), and making it
easier for the Smartgrid to grow, since there are no central nodes limiting the commu-
nications.
Time line: The research was made within the three-year project MIRED-CON19, whose
goal was to produce a pilot implementation of an intelligent distributed and decentral-
ized solution for Smartgrid control.
Description: Smartgrid control is a domain where most authors cite agent technology
as a key enabler. However, there is a wide gap between those using this technology,
mostly electrical engineers, and the producers of this technology, the agent researchers.
For the agent researcher, there is a demanding learning process where basic alternating
current concepts have to be re-learnt together with the particularities of high voltage sys-
tems. In the case of the electrical engineers, the issue is learning the subtleties of agent
technology and the differences with the more widespread component- or service-based
approaches. The study of both worlds was made in [47], which introduced criticism

18 This exemplar was written by Jorge Gómez-Sanz, University of Madrid, Spain.
19 http://grasia.fdi.ucm.es/energy/miredcon.html



on some research work introducing agent-oriented solutions. The paper illustrated with
INGENIAS [43] a case of peer-to-peer interaction and how this enabled a more decen-
tralized approach. The solution was to intensely use role-based models when designing
interactions. This way, designers had to consider cases where agents interchange their
roles or having more than one agent playing one of them. Another product of the project
was a simulator for Smartgrids [41], the SGSimulator20. This simulator/emulator would
enable agent researchers with little expertise in Smartgrids to actually experiment with
this domain problem and propose or reuse agent coordination algorithms. One of the
open issues is whether the kind of software agents researchers are used to will actually
perform under the hardware constraints of a Smartgrid. The MIRED-CON project strict
hardware constraints prevented the use of just any kind of conventional agent libraries.
Even libraries created to work in mobile devices were deemed too heavyweight. There-
fore, a very simple control solution with basic monitoring, communication, and decision
capabilities was designed. The intelligence came from the opportunistic use of genetic
algorithms to decide the control strategy. Hence, another lesson is that a straightforward
application of agents to this domain is not trivial. Traditional agent software approaches
require too much computing power to be allocated to the kind of embedded hardware
being used today. That may be a reason why most researchers perform experiments by
attaching a PC to the Smartgrid. In any case, the agent research can also give hints of
how to solve certain problems and guide an alternative implementation, such as how to
design a peer-to-peer interaction among agents and allowing them to achieve common
goals.

An Agent Oriented Design and Implementation of a Delphi Process21

Category: Collective Decision Making. Framework: INGENIAS.
Goal: Evaluating the Delphi process, a collective discussion process used by humans,
when performed by agents within the context of the document classification problem.
Lessons learned: A protocol involving human parties can be realised in terms of agents.
However, elaborating the content of the discussion is the most challenging part. For
particular domains, it is possible to automatically understand the content and to mimic
the mechanism used by humans to generate answers and new questions. However, other
domains are not that well suited because understanding the contents of the discussion is
an open problem. The design and implementation of the solution were carried out with
INGENIAS [43].
Time line: This case study was developed by a four-person team in four months with
nearly full time dedication. It is work done within the INGENIAS 2 and SociAAL
projects.
Description: The Delphi process is well-known in social sciences. It is used to organize
discussions among experts in order to achieve meaningful conclusions. The process is
moderated by one individual, who receives an initial question which is forwarded to
each expert. Answers to the questions are collected and analysed. If experts do not

20 http://sgsimulator.sf.net
21 This exemplar was written by Jorge Gómez-Sanz, University of Madrid, Spain.



agree, a new round is started with a rephrase of the initial question to advance the
discussion. These principles were modeled with INGENIAS [43] and implemented au-
tomatically with its code generation facilities. The chosen domain for testing the im-
plementation was a document classification problem [38]. Given a plain text document,
agents had to discuss and decide whether this plain text document should be accepted
or not as part of the collection. The system defined several roles: a client that creates
the input documents, a moderator that drives the experts’s discussion, and the experts,
who decide to what extent a document should be accepted. Agents playing the role of
experts were initialized with selected pieces of documents. Documents were pages of
Wikipedia. Each expert agent had the capability of comparing an external document
with its documents and return an evaluation of its significance in terms of found key-
words. The moderator used this evaluation to rephrase the question by incorporating
the keywords each expert found. So, in each round, the expert agent evaluates a slightly
different document that contains feedback from other experts from the previous round.
The experiment addressed some relevant scenarios, such as documents rejected by some
experts and which were eventually accepted because of the continuous modification of
the original question; the opposite also happened. The scenarios explored used human
evaluated documents, giving excellent precision and recall scores. Nevertheless, there
was a computation overhead in the process that prevented an extended application of
this technique for document classification on a higher scale. The ideas were revised in
[46] in an attempt to revisit INGENIAS modeling primitives and convert the old version
of the protocol onto a more reusable one. The new specification extensively used the
concept of a workflow, which highlights tasks and their performers whereas previous
work [38] focused on protocols. The specification was apparently simpler. It had fewer
diagrams and concepts, which shows that INGENIAS gained expressive power. Also,
the new version identified the required parameterization of a new version of the Del-
phi protocol. This parameterization would facilitate the reuse of the Delphi protocol in
different suitable domains.

4 Framework examples

Given the categories presented previously, we now present a brief overview of other ex-
amples of applications of social coordination by presenting application examples each
of the frameworks included in this book in table 2.We also include below a short de-
scription per reference of examples (except for those pertaining to the exemplars men-
tioned earlier).

ANTE As mentioned in the ANTE chapter [64], the prime application that ANTE has
looked into is that of B2B e-contracting or e-procurement [65].

EI/EIDE

[83] Fishmarket. Traditional fish auctions; this is the earliest application (1996) and
the inspiring example of what became the EI/EIDE framework. Other markets have
also been implemented in the EI/EIDE framework, for example:
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ANTE [65]

EI/EIDE [1],[8], [21,91] [20],[32] [25] [26],[27], [12] [29],[57]
[68],[83] [81,82]

INGENIAS [74,75], [48] [47,50,51], [40,49],
[86] [44],[73] [38,45], [42]

InstAL [15], [59] [16], [17], [56], [62] [89] [72], [78]
[18] [63]
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JaCaMo [19] [95] [87],[84], [30] [90]
[76,77]

ROMAS- [39],[34] [36],[88]
MAGENTIX2

OperA [53], [54] [33],[55],[5], [6,80] [67]
[92,93] [3,4,52]

RTEC [9,10,11,79]

Table 2. Examples of application by each framework.

[8] Electricity market; this example also shows how services may be attached to an
electronic institution.

[68] a market-place for “open innovation”; a variant of the core design, mWaste is used
for trading by-products of industrial processes.

[1] The ABC4MAS platform uses the EI/EIDE framework for sequential mixed auc-
tions for supply networks.

[91] Virtual World Builder Toolkit (VWBT) is an extension of the EI/EIDE framework
to design and implement 3-D virtual (electronic institutions) institutions; this paper
implements the toolkit with an immersive version of a fish market, along the ideas
proposed in [21].

[20] Simulation of an archaeological site as a normative multi agent system using 3D
virtual institutions.

[32] Modelling of hunter-fisher-gatherer societies with a normative approach using the
EI conceptual model.

[25] mWaterDSS is an institution for testing demand-side policies for water manage-
ment. It consists of a water bank and a simulation environment for testing norms
that regulate trading of water rights and their effect in the use of water in a river
basin.

[26] An EI-based tool for creating on-line courses.



[27] CHARMS is an extension of the EI/EIDE framework to handle flexible specifica-
tion of process models (“charters”).

[81,82] are other examples of flexible workflows based on the EI framework are for
hotel and for medical management systems.

[12] Proposes the use of electronic institutions to manage grid environments.
[57] Is an app of an electronic institution for mutual support communities where indi-

viduals seek and provide help for day-to-day activities.
[29] Describes WeCurate, a system to support the design of workflows for group activ-

ities, like curating a collection of images or designing a visit to a museum.

INGENIAS

[86] Cinema tickets: a case study where there are simulated users, their personal as-
sistants, and cinemas. Users look for cinemas with certain features. The personal
assistants must find a cinema satisfying the user constraints. The case study permits
to evaluate information flows and check if the system dynamics match expectations.

[48] Business use case modeling: the Juul Møller Bokhande problem where a tradi-
tional library has to transform its business process and establish bonds with local
universities. The case is modelled using INGENIAS.

[44] Ambient intelligence: an extension of INGENIAS to deal with ambient intelli-
gence problems. The case study is about a teacher tracking system.

[73] The Surveillance of areas: it models with INGENIAS a surveillance system for
a factory. Coordination between devices is realised through agent to agent interac-
tions.

[40,49] Online communities: a trust & reputation system applied to filter documents
relevant to communities of users. The system is modelled later on with INGENIAS
in the PhD where INGENIAS was created.

[42] Business intelligence: an INGENIAS based design for a technological surveil-
lance system. In this system, users suggest information sources to be included in
the surveillance of technological advances. Each information source have to be
evaluated to determine its utility. This process is expensive. The system uses a trust
& reputation solution to reduce the number of evaluations. Hence, reputed persons
suggesting information sources are less evaluated. The paper suggests how to per-
form simulations to evaluate this kind of systems.

InstAL

[15] Agent controlled ”self-driving” vehicles that act individually within a background
population in a complex traffic simulation environment (see [14] for more detail) to
demonstrate the capacity to explore policy and behaviour in a mixed human-agent
driver setting.

[16] Uses the context of mobile phones and offloading cellular download by sharing
cached content peer-to-peer over wifi to explore the costs and benefits of coopera-
tion for battery life.



[17] An empirical exploration of the cost of enforcement through examination of the
parameter space affecting the number and cost of enforcement agents on the level of
compliance, which confirms the intuition of diminishing returns, beyond a certain
point, from an increasing volume of policing.

[56] In contrast to [61], where institutions interact at the same level, develops the notion
of institutions governing institutions through meta-norms that place constraints on
the form of norms in governed institutions.

[59] Plausible non-player character (NPC) behaviour in Second Life (see [58] for more
detail), achieved through the use of simple social institutional models that guide
NPC choices.

[62] Examines the (automatic) detection of a policy conflict between two sets of reg-
ulation, where one (national) has precedence over the other (university) between
legislation and the revision of the latter to comply with the former.

[63] Builds on [62] to analyse an interacting legislation scenario inspired by the conflict
reported in 2013 between the EU Data Directive on privacy and the requirements
imposed on US-registered companies by the National Security Agency (NSA) in
respect of Facebook in Ireland.

[72] Analyses a model policy concerning the privacy and transparency of personal data
to uncover when the data becomes vulnerable and later compromised.

[78] Evaluation and empirical revision of a formal model of security policy that exam-
ines the effectiveness of obligations on employees in protecting assets.

[89] Uses the setting of a scene from a play, performed by puppets controlled by BDI
agents (augmented with a simple emotional model), to illustrate the scope for both
interactive and generative narrative, where the narrative structure is represented as
a normative framework.

JaCaMo

[87] Smart Building Management: use of the JaCaMo platform to support ambient
computing applications used to manage the use of a smart building.

[19] Intelligent Virtual Environment (MAM5): use of the JaCaMo platform in cooper-
ation with a gaming platform to support coordination and distributed games involv-
ing multiple actors.

[95] Trust management in Virtual Community: use of the JaCaMo platform to imple-
ment an open innovation management tool in which users can define trust manage-
ment policies dealing with the sharing of documents and ideas in such a platform.

[90] Knowledge Management: use of the JaCaMo platform to define a knowledge man-
agement system.

[84] Automation of small series production: use of the JaCaMo platform to deal with
the complexity of the implementation of small series production lines. Small series
requires high abstract constructors to simplify its adaptation to new products.

[30] Crisis management: definition of a socio-technical system combining tangible
surfaces with the JaCaMo platform in synergy with Situated Artificial Institution
Model to coordinate human actors participating to different organizations in the
management of crisis.



ROMAS-MAGENTIX2

[34] Use of the ROMAS methodology and Magentix framework for technical assis-
tance and virtual markets.

[35] Application of the ROMAS methodology to academic domain.
[36] Analysis of agent-oriented engineering, and using organisational elements, in the

modelling of e-Health systems.

OperA

[33] Support for systems for knowledge management that incorporate the management
of knowledge assets with the facilitation and encourgement of interaction between
people in an open environment.

[67] Models for scenario development to develop and evaluate organizational/corporate
strategy.

[55] Analysis and design of inter- and intra-organizational interaction in the mainte-
nance systems of the Dutch railways.

[6,80] Simulations of crisis scenarios for the purpose of the evaluation of critical in-
frastructure and control mechanisms.

[54] Process and regulation compliance verification for Customs authorities in Interna-
tional Container Trade.

[92,93] Formalisation and implementation of adaptive serious games using multi-agent
organizations.

[53] Formalization of improvisation theatrical performances (formalising dynamic in-
terplay between actors on a high level of abstraction).

[5] Dynamic, flexible service compositions using organisational models to provide the
context (aims, objectives, vision) for the system.

RTEC

[10] A theoretical and computational framework for the executable specification of
heterogeneous and open systems (characterised by limited trust and unpredictable
behaviour).

[79] A characterisation and specification of a general voting protocol, an essential el-
ement of mechanism design, to ensure robustness by respecting the way in which
the votes are cast and the outcome is declared.

[9] Application of framework for open agent systems to ad hoc networks, where com-
putational systems whose members may fail to, or choose not to, comply with the
rules governing their behaviour.

[11] Application of the specification framework for open systems to the execution of a
contract-net protocol.

5 Summary

It should not come as a surprise that M4SC share all of the features that differentiate
MAS from conventional software applications. The purpose of this chapter is to illus-
trate the additional, and specifically, what we regard to be the essential characteristics,



that further distinguish M4SC. First and foremost is the adoption of institution-driven
design, meaning that the central focus for the expression of system requirements stems
from the capture, representation and reasoning for the norms that will guide participant
behaviour. The independence and opacity of actors arises naturally from this separation
of concerns, in which regulator and participant are distinct and neither makes assump-
tion about the other: their common point of reference is the fourth essential charac-
teristic, the explicit representation about which participants (human and software) can
reason and from which they can make informed decisions.

To provide concrete illustration of the essential characteristics, we discuss a range
of application domains that we consider feature (or have the potential to need) a greater
focus on coordination and governance, a separation of design concerns between envi-
ronment and participant and scope for the use of institutions as repositories and sources
of (system) regulation. In consequence, we believe M4SC can deliver the desired lev-
els of trust, confidence and flexibility in coordination and control that are hallmarks of
physical-world social institutions. Finally, we use a variety of case studies, developed
using the frameworks in this volume, to show progress towards these goals and to show
what remains to be done.

M4SC is a work-in-progress. Open issues range from the user-friendliness of the
modelling approaches to dealing with real-time and concurrent environments, from ver-
ification to semantic interoperability, and from uptake by industry to the use of M4SC
for Responsible Innovation. In the next chapter we discuss the challenges for M4SC.
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